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QUESTION 1

A client wants to change how they publish their content. Refer to the following client business requirements: 

1. 

The client has a seasonal business that has significant content changes across their site that need to be rolled out at
once based on the season change over date. 

2. 

The content authors need to be able to work one season in advance of publish dates to ensure that all changes can be
completed on time. 

3. 

The content authors need a way to indicate that all the seasonal changes are ready. If the content changes are not
completed, then the pages should not get published. 

4. 

The content authors need the ability to modify the current live pages without rolling back changes for a future content
rollout. What approach should the Architect recommend? 

A. Use the Versioning feature when editing a page to toggle and publish changes when ready. 

B. Use the Manage Publication with scheduling value set to the season change over date when changes are
completed. 

C. Create a Project inside of AEM for each new season and create a task for notifying that changes are completed. 

D. Use Launches inside of AEM for each new season and use the production ready flag to show changes are
completed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer\\'s photo gallery site uses query parameters to filter photo search results. The site experiences high AEM
Publish server load when users filter photos on the site. The customer would like to identify the cause of this issue. 

What should the Architect investigate first? 

A. ignoreUrlParams configuration in dispatcher.any 

B. Dispatcher load balancing configuration 

C. Cache-Control Headers in dispatcher.any 

D. Volume of assets being loaded at a time 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is migrating from their On-Premises AEM 6.4 instances to AEM as a Cloud Service. Next to the required
code refactoring, a content migration of approximately 100,000 pages needs to be performed. The customer wants the
content freeze period to be limited so that editors can continue to do content actions as long as possible. 

Which two recommendations should the Architect make for the migration of the content pages? (Choose two.) 

A. Migrate the content using Lazy Content Migration approach 

B. Upscale the memory of the On-Premise AEM instance 

C. Migrate content deltas using a query-based packaging tool 

D. Ensure sufficient storage space on the On-Premise AEM instance 

E. Migrate the content using the Content Transfer Tool 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

A user is part of the Employees LDAP group synchronized with AEM. The same user is added to the authors group in
AEM. The user is then removed from the Employees group on the LDAP server. 

What is the result during the next synchronization with AEM? 

A. The user is removed from both the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

B. The user is removed from the authors group but not the Employees group in AEM 

C. The user is removed from the Employees group but not the authors group in AEM 

D. The user is not removed from either the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A large digital agency has 10 TB of assets in their DAM where renditions for each Asset must be created without
affecting performance for the authors. Which capability should the Architect recommend to meet the requirements? 

A. Reduce the number of AEM Asset versions 

B. Create AEM multi-threaded workflow 

C. Use AEM Asset Offloading 

D. Update dispatcher configuration to cache Assetsa 
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Correct Answer: B 
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